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ABSTRACT

A SUBSONIC (TURBOPROP) ENGINE INLET DESIGN AND
OPTIMIZATION

Özer, Sevda
Master of Science, Mechanical Engineering
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Mehmet Halûk Aksel

January 2022, 79 pages

Intake is a duct designed to convey air to the engine compressor, with low flow
distortions and a suitable Mach number for stable operations; it decelerates the
stream and increases its static pressure. Unfortunately, this pressure recovery implies
an adverse gredient along the duct that leads to flow seperation on walls causing
losses and non-uniformities [1]. Within this study a turboprop engine air inlet
geometrical optimization has been done. The details of the root cause of the engine
integration losses are explained, then the air inlet design considering less engine
installation loss (pressure loss) and drag is given. During the analysis, three air inlet
design input parameter configuration matrix has been used to generate the alternative
air inlet models. These three parameters are the diffuser inlet area, diffuser side wall
angle and diffuser length. Then with each geometry a Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) analysis was performed to obtain the corresponding pressure loss and induced
drag emerging due to bigger sized inlet. Within the last part of the sequence, inlet
optimisation is performed among the generated alternative inlet geometries. The
performance evaluation of the air inlet is based on the engine installation loss,
generated engine thrust and induced drag. During the optimization these two

vii

parameters are used as a target. In the end of the study, optimized geometry
performance improvement is calculated and compared with the referenced geometry
to present the improvement percentage.

Keywords: Turboprop engine, Air inlet, Performance, Optimization
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ÖZ

SES ALTI HIZINDA TURBOPROP BİR MOTORUN HAVA ALIĞI
TASARIM VE OPTİMİZASYONU

Özer, Sevda
Yüksek Lisans, Makina Mühendisliği
Tez Yöneticisi: Prof. Dr. Mehmet Halûk Aksel

Ocak 2022, 79 sayfa

Hava alığı, motor kompresörüne kararlı bir operasyon için akışı bozulmamış ya da
az bozulmuş ve uygun hıza getirilmiş havanın yönlendirilmesi için tasarlanan
kanaldır. Hava alığı, akışın yavaşlaması ile statik basıncın artırılması için kullanılır.
Ancak bu basınç dönüşümü kanal boyunca basınç artışı yaratarak duvarlarda kopma,
saçılma ya da düzensizliğe sebep olur [1]. Bu çalışmada, turboprop bir motorun hava
alığının geometrik optimizasyon çalışması gerçekleştirilmiştir. Motor yerleşim
kayıplarının sebepleri detaylı bir şekilde anlatılmış, sonrasında da daha düşük basınç
kaybı ve sürükleme hedeflenerek tasarlanan hava alığı tasarım süreçleri sırası ile
belirtilmiştir. Analiz sırasında üç tasarım parametresinin değiştirilmesi ile alternatif
geometriler oluşturulmuştur. Üç hava alığı tasarım parametresi en iyileme
çalışmasının girdisi olarak kullanılmıştır. Bu parametreler, difüzör giriş alanı,
difüzör yan duvar genişleme açısı ve difüzör uzunluğudur. Sonrasında Heaplamalı
Akışkanlar Dinamiği (HAD) ile her bir geometriye ait basınç kaybı ve büyük hava
giriş alanı sebebi ile oluşan sürükleme değerleri hesaplanmıştır. Çalışmanın sonraki
aşamasında üretilen alternatif geometriler arasında en iyileme yapılmıştır.
Performance değerlendirmesi hava kanalının motor yerleşim kayıplarına bağlı olarak
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üretilen motor torku ve üretilen sürükleme değerleri ile yapılmıştır. En iyileme
sırasında bu iki değer hedef değer olarak tanımlanmıştır. Çalımanın son aşamasında
en iyileme ile üretilen geometri ile elde edilen motor tork, referans geometri tork
değeri ile kıyaslanarak iyileşme yüzdesi belirlenmiştir.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Turboprop motor, Hava alığı, Performans, En iyileme
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CHAPTER 1

1. INTRODUCTION

Aircraft power generation system installation includes engine selection, engine air
inlet design, aircraft power generation system loss calculations and finally
installation of engine and its subsystems like exhaust, engine bay ventilation or
lubricating/oil cooling system design.
Engine selection begins with the engine type selection. Subsonic aircrafts usually use
turboprop engine because of their low speed (Mach number up to 0,6). Modern
turboprop engines provide high performance allowing the pilots to get handling
characteristics similar to military jet aircrafts with lower fuel consumption rate [2].
Main purpose of power generation system is to provide the thrust necessary for flight.
The second objective is to supply power to the subsidary systems. Power system
generates mechanical power for the electrical system to ensure all aircraft electrical
needs and additionally, it supplies mechanical power to the hydraulic system. Also,
it generates bleed air (compressed, pressurized and high temperature air) for
Environmental Control System (ECS) for pressurizing and heating the cockpit,
OBOGS (On Board Oxygen Generation System), de-ice and anti-g systems.
Power generation system installation needs a well-designed air inlet, an exhaust and
an oil cooler for engine lubrication system. Additional sensors may be required to
complete the system installation.
After completing the design phase, development tests are performed. Using these
test results, it is ensured that the system works well, as estimated within all operating
flight envelope of the aircraft.
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At the end of the progress, losses are evaluated and installed performance tests are
performed. Based on these results, power maps of the engine are generated and
uploaded to the FADEC of the engine.
Aircraft intake design requires a steady, high-pressure flow into the engine to
maintain reliable engine performance through conventional flight to high
maneuverability situations [3]. The scope of this thesis is limited with air inlet duct
design and optimization of a subsonic air inlet geometry. The type, geometry and
location of the inlet and inlet duct will determine the pressure loss and distortion of
the air supplied to the engine, which will affect the available thrust and fuel
consumption value. Within this thesis a subsonic air inlet optimization is performed
for cruise condition. For a complete optimization, climb and take off flight conditions
should be included. Since performance changes based on the aircraft atitude. When
the angle of attach of the aircraft or slideslip angle increase, flow distribution within
the air inlet changes which affects engine and aircraft performance sequencially. A
detailed test campaign usually is needed to be carried out to validate the CFD
method. Within this thesis test validation process will not be performed for
optimization validation.
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CHAPTER 2

2. SUBSONIC AIR INLET SIZING AND PERFORMANCE CALCULATION

Air inlet types may be divided into two groups based on the aircraft operating speed;
for the aircrafts fly with subsonic speeds, subsonic air inlets are used. Turboprob
engines are used for subsonic aircrafts. Fighter aircrafts like F-16 or F-35 are examles
for supersonic aircrafts which travel at supersonic air speeds. Supersonic inlets in the
form like S ducts are used for fighter aircrafts.
The main considerations for correct operation of a turboprop engine are losses in the
air intake section and drag of the engine nacelle from the aerodynamic point of view
[4]. Engine section numbers for a subsonic turboprop are presented in Figure 2-1.
Within this study, subsonic air inlet duct design and optimization have been done.

Figure 2-1: Turboprop Engine Sections (PT6 Cutaway) [5]
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Intakes on subsonic aircrafts are divided mainly into two categories, those for
“podded” installations and those for ‘integrated installations. Generally, these are
related to transport aircrafts (civil or military) and combat aircrafts respectively.
It is assumed that for direct intakes, flow separation can be eliminated by a careful
design followed by wind tunnel tests, at least for the principle design condition, the
high speed cruise. Therefore, the loss of total pressure is caused essentially by
friction on the walls of the duct. The analysis was first given by Seddon in 1952. We
need to relate the friction force at any position to a change in the total pressure as
indicated by Figure 2-2. Using the momentum, an approximate expression for the
total pressure loss can be obtained. The obtained value is approximate because of the
assumption that flow has uniform pressure and velocity at each station which
changes due to instantaneous mixing and it deviates from the real flow situation.

Figure 2-2: Stream Tube with Boundary Viscosity [6]
The main purpose of the air inlet is to supply smooth air with required pressure and
quantity of air to the engine compressor inlet. Air inlet has a great influence on the
aircraft performance and operating range of the aircraft. The air inlet must satisfy
several requirements such as supplying required engine airflow, acquiring required
4

flow speed at the engine entrance with low pressure distortion, high total pressure
recovery, and minimized drag.
Total intake loss can be expressed as the sum of approach loss and duct loss. The
two components are evaluated along different streamlines. It is known from
experimental results that the pre entry retardation takes place in a short distance
ahead of the entry. Also the effects of the stagnation region near the fusulage nose
or wing leading edge and a region of excess velocity on the shoulder will tend to
cancel off each other.In the end the situation on the approach may be approximated
by the assumption of a constant velocity to free stream velocity. Within this study,
since CFD analysis is made, pressure loss is calculated by defining a friction
coefficient for the wall BC’s.
To evaluate the duct loss, Squire measured the total pressure loss for a series of
conical diffusers of increasing cone angle. The effective overall friction coefficient,
changes with cone angle, is calculated by assuming a constant velocity, increased
owing to the distortion of the boundary layer profile in the adverse pressure gradient
of the diffuser. The resulting curve is given in Figure 2-3.

Figure 2-3 Effective Friction Coefficient in Duct Deduced from Experiments of
Squire [6]
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For adopting these results to an arbitrary section shape and intake duct with area
variation, it is assumed that an effective overall friction coefficient can be defined
specific to a cone which equivalent cone angle of the duct seen in Figure 2-3 [6].
Equivalent cone angle is the cone angle, which can be used to generate the same
diffuser exit area by assuming the duct as a cone with the same length. The
corresponding cone angle is names as equivalent cone angle.
The type, geometry and location of the inlet duct will determine the pressure loss and
distortion of the air supplied to the engine. All of these affect the generated thrust
and fuel consumption of the engine.
The main function of an inlet is to capture the required quantity of air from the
outside of the aircraft, Station 0 (Figure 2-1), to supply the necessary air prior to
entry into the compressor, Section 1 (Figure 2-1) . Even though the inlet is usually
optimized for cruise conditions, it must supply adequate mass flow during all other
operating conditions such as takeoff, landing, or maneuvering. Inlet efficiency is
generally characterized by stagnation pressure recovery, a measure of the
maintaining the available energy within the air, before it is delivered to the engine
compressor [7].
Turbojet and turbofan engines are incapable of efficient operation unless the air
entering them is slowed down to a speed of about Mach 0.04-0.05 at engine screen
[8]. At these speeds, it is possible to keep the tip speed of the compressor blades
below sonic speed relative to the incoming air. This is required for maintaining
subsonic speed. The supersonic flow within the blades will result in shocks which
will eventually increase the entropy generation and hence decrease the engine
efficiency. Therefore, slowing down the incoming air is the primary purpose of an
engine inlet system during flight.
The installed performance of a jet engine greatly depends on the air-inlet system.
The type and geometry of the inlet and inlet duct will determine the pressure loss and
distortion of the air supplied to the engine, which will affect the generated thrust and
fuel consumption. Roughly speaking, a 1% reduction in pressure drop will increase
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the resultant thrust by about 2% [8]. Inlet pressure loss can be calculated by using
the Eqn.(2-1)
𝐼𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 =

∆𝑝
𝑝
=
𝑝

−𝑝
𝑝

(2-1)

where ∆p is the pressure drop between plenum and free stream,
is the engine inlet screen total pressure and p is the free stream total inlet

𝑝

pressure.
The external geometry of the inlet greatly influences the external drag of the aircraft.
The drag generated by the inlet is couses as a reduction in the aircraft performance.
Because of the conflicting effect of external drag and engine performance an
optimization should be performed to find the best geometry. Within this thesis,
aircrfaft performance will be the concern for air inlet design by optimizing engine
thrust due to pressure drop within air inlet and induced drag due to increase in the
size of inlet geometry.

2.1

Intake Types [9]

There are two basic types of inlets. Supesonic inlets, like conical or spike or round
inlet and subsonic type inlets like NACA type, or Pitot or nominal shock inlet and 2D ramp inlet examples can be seen in Figure 2-4 [9].
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Figure 2-4: Inlet Types
Diffuser type inlets are used for subsonic aircrafts while S-duct inlets are used for
aircrafts with supersonic operating speeds. Since the scope of this thesis is limited to
the subsonic air inlets, NACA and Pitot type inlets are discussed.
The NACA flush inlet was used by several early jet aircraft but is rarely seen in
present aircraft propulsion systems since it has a low pressure recovery
characteristics. At subsonic speeds for which the NACA inlet is appropriate, a pitottype inlet will have virtually 100% pressure recovery while it is 90 % for a welldesigned NACA inlet. However, the NACA inlet tends to reduce the aircraft wetted
area and weight if the engine is in the fuselage.
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The NACA inlet is regularly used for applications in which pressure recovery is less
important, such as the intakes for cooling air or for turbine powered auxiliary power
unit [9].
For the turboprop engine installation usually scoop type or Pitot type air inlet is used
frequently. The ram recovery value of the Pitot type usually is a little bit higher than
the scoop type inlet since it benefits from the pressure rise of the propeller much
more. But while the pressure recovery of the inlet is increasing, the system becomes
more susseptable to inlet icing. It is installed at a distance from the propeller spinner
position, so that the possibility of icing increases and extra preventive actions are
required. In order to keep the inlet design as simple as possible, scoope type inlet is
prefered for most turboprop engine installation platforms like, Emrear 314, AT6 or
KT1T as well as HÜRKUŞ aircraft which are all subsonic aircrafts.
The scoop type and Pitot type inlet side view schematics can be seen in Figure 2-5
and Figure 2-6 [8] .

Figure 2-5: Embraer Scoop Type Inlet
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Figure 2-6: F-16 Pitot Type Inlet
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CHAPTER 3

3. ENGINE INSTALLATION LOSSES

This section describes the installation losses that an airframe manufacturer should
consider during an engine integration. These losses should be minimized where
possible since they decresase available power for propulsion.
3.1 Intake Charge Heating
Intake Charge Heating (CH) is the increase in the total temperature between the free
stream and engine inlet screen.
(3-1)

𝐶𝐻 = 𝑇 − 𝑇

where 𝑇 is the engine inlet screen total temperature and 𝑇

is the free stream total

temperature.
Intake charge heating is attributable to a combination of surface heating, mainly from
the hot section of the engine like combustion chamber, and temperature rise across
the propeller (when applicable). Installations including an air inlet filtration system
such as agricultural aircraft, will suffer much higher intake charge heating than
standard installations [8] .
3.2 Inlet System Pressure Loss Ref
A good aircraft air inlet system ensures maximum recovery of total pressure at the
engine inlet screen. The pressure loss that exists between the free stream total
pressure and the engine inlet screen can be expressed as either ram recovery or inlet
pressure loss.
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3.2.1

Ram Recovery

Ram recovery is a measure of the capacity of the aircraft inlet system to convert free
stream dynamic pressure into static pressure at the engine inlet screen. It is defined
as:
𝑅𝑎𝑚 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦 = (𝑝

where 𝑝

−𝑝

)/(𝑝

is the engine inlet screen total pressure, 𝑝

pressure and 𝑝

−𝑝

)

(3-2)

is the free stream total inlet

is the free stream static pressure.

In tractor type installations, the amount of propeller pressure rise available at the
aircraft air inlet, increases ram recovery. Using the same definition as above, 𝑃 thus
becomes:
𝑃

=𝑃

+ 𝛥𝑃

−𝑃

(3-3)

Where;
𝛥𝑝
𝑝

= 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑒 𝑑𝑢𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟
= 𝐼𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡 𝑆𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠

(3-4)

Ram recovery is dependent upon the type and quality of aircraft air inlet system
design and the amount of propeller pressure rise (if applicable). The amount of
propeller pressure rise is a function of the position of inlet face relative to the
propeller. Ram recovery increases with the horizontal distance between the inlet and
the propeller. Therefore, the closer the inlet to the propeller and the further away it
is situated from the propeller hub, the higher is the ram recovery. Therefore, Pitot
type inlet has higher pressure ram recovery compared to scoop type inlet. On other
hand, Pitot type inlet is more sensitive to icing, so a special attention should be spent
to prevent possible icing conditions.
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The design task is to deliver high velocity freestream air (Mach number 0.40-0.60)
to the engine screen at Mach number 0.05-0.07 and while minimizing the loss of
available ram pressure. This is important at high flight speeds. Figure 3-1 shows a
typical relationship of power loss to ram recovery; at M = 0.40 each 10% loss in ram
recovery is worth 2% loss in power and at M = 0.60 each 10% loss in ram recovery
is worth 4% loss in power. Hence, the benefit of a good inlet design is obvious. [8]

Figure 3-1: Ram Recovery Power Loss Relation [8]
Inlet pressure loss can be calculated by using the following equation [8]
𝐼𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 =

∆𝑝
𝑝
=
𝑝
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−𝑝
𝑝

(3-5)

3.2.2

Abrupt Turn Loss

Turboprop engine is a reverse flow engine, means air goes from the aft side of the
engine and it goes forward to the front in flight direction air passes through the
compressor, combustion and finally it is exhausted to the outside of the engine.
Within the scope of air inlet design, an integrated inertial particle separator (IPS)
system is also included to protect the engine against any foreign object damage
(FOD). IPS seperates particles with high inertia as a result of high velocity. At the
end of the diffuser, particles with high inertia continue to their travel directly to the
bypass duct. On the contrary, before going to the compressor inlet, the flow must
pass through an abrupt 90° turn. Finally, air is extracted to a plenum chamber from
where engine sucks the air for combustion and cooling.

Figure 3-2: Spinner, Plenum and Air Inlet Installation

3.2.3

Expansion Loss

For a usual turboprop engine installation (centrifugal compressor), engine is installed
in a large volume which is named as plenum, Figure 3-2. In order to have an equal
14

air amount of air through all blades of compressor, air inlet discharges air into
plenum directly. Since the flow sectional area increases rapidly, flow disrtibution
changes and it causes the loss to be increased. Schematic of the inlet and plenum
installation is provided in Figure 3-3.

Figure 3-3: Schematic of Air Inlet, Engine and Plenum Installation
There are some restrictions within the plenum as the engine itself, hoses, engine
mount, etc. These restrictions disturb the flow and prevent the efficient diffusion of
flow to the full cross-sectional area of the plenum. Therefore, sudden enlargement at
the end of the air inlet duct causes significant change in flow velocity, which
generates large amount of pressure loss [6].
Considering the sudden enlargement of the cross section, velocity and pressure loss
values can be calculated by using momentum theorem. For adiabatic flows, use the
following equation to calculate loss coefficient analytically. The square of the ratio
of the increased area to the large sectional area gives the loss coefficient.
𝐾 = (1 − 𝐴 ⁄𝐴 )

(3-6)

Altough the calculated loss by this equation is limited to the geometric enlargement,
there are additional losses due to the restrictions by the other equipmment, change in
the flow velocity or seperation for the real case.
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There is a difference between real loss and calculated by using momentum theorem.
The difference is given in Figure 3-4 [6]. It can be observed that the high additional
losses experienced in the practical cases and theoretical losses are approximately half
of the ones in practical applications. Therefore, plenum is included into the CFD
model in this study to include the plenum enlargement loss effect into the analysis.

Figure 3-4: Plenum Loss Calculated Analytically vs Measured Test Results

3.2.4

Inlet Lip Loss

Main parts of the air inlet are lips, diffuser, IPS, plenum and bypass duct. Depending
on sharpness or rounding of the lip, and the main diffuser section leading to the
engine face changes. The corresponding sections can be seen in Figure 3-2 and
Figure 3-5.
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Figure 3-5: Lip and duct Section
The cowl lip radius has a major influence upon the engine performance and aircraft
drag. A large lip radius tends to minimize distortion, especially at high angles of
attack and sideslip. In addition, a large lip radius will readily accommodate the
additional air required for takeoff thrust, when the effect of ram recovery air is small.
However, a large lip radius will produce shock-separated flow outside the inlet as
the speed exceeds the speed of sound greatly increases the drag. For supersonic jets,
the cowl lip should be nearly sharp. Typically, the lip radius will be about 3-5% of
the inlet front face radius. For subsonic jets, the lip radius ranges from 6-10% of the
inlet radius. [2]
To minimize distortion, the lip radius on a subsonic inlet is frequently greater on the
inside than the outside, with perhaps an 8% inner radius and a 4% outer radius. In
addition, several aircraft have a lip radius on the lower part of the inlet up to 50%
greater than that on the upper lip. This reduces the effects of the angle of attack
during takeoff and landing.
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3.2.5

Induced Drag

External flow also has an influence on aircraft performance. By increasing the
dimensions of the inlet, it is ensured that engine performance can be improved to
some point. At the same time increasing the size of the inlet increases external drag
of the aircraft, which decreases the overall performance. It is necessary to relate the
drag that is induced due to the external flow, to the aircraft performance consistently.
Considering an aerodynamic duct, Figure 3-6, an air stream including engine itself,
thrust calculation can be expressed in the following equation,
𝑋 =𝜌 ∗𝑉 ∗𝐴 −𝜌 ∗𝑉 ∗𝐴

(3-7)

Suffix j relates to conditions within the propulsive jet. The thrust is expressed as the
overall rate of change of momentum between two stations.

Figure 3-6: Thrust Reference Surfaces
Thrust is expressed as overall thrust but its definition is unsatisfactory for practical
use since downstream of the exit mixes with external flow in a non-specific manner.
Thus, thrust might alternatively and reasonably be defined as the resultant stream
wise component of internal pressure acting on the surfaces within the duct. The
appropriate momentum flux is between entry and exit surfaces of the duct; therefore
it generates an expression for the intrinsic thrust [6]. In this study, induced drag is
calculated by using free stream hypothetical area and throat area. External drag can
be calculated with the following equation.
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𝐷
𝑃

= (𝑃

−𝑃 )∗𝐴

+𝜌

∗𝑉

is the total pressure at the throat area, 𝑃

∗𝐴

−𝜌 ∗𝑉 ∗𝐴

(3-8)

is the total pressure of freestream.

Area and velocity of the throat and hypotethical area within the freestream are used
to calculate the generated drag value.
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CHAPTER 4

4. ENGINE AIR INLET DESIGN

Air inlet design and its sizing methodology are explained within this section.
Subsonic turboprop engine air inlet is composed of a lip, a diffuser, an inertial
particle separator and a bypass duct. The specimen and its parts can be seen in Figure
4-1 . To include all loss effects, all these parts except the bypass duct, which is
positioned after air suction to engine, were included into the geometry models in this
thesis. IPS system is related to the engine foreign object protection, which is also
included in this study to consider its loss.

Figure 4-1 : Subsonic Air Inlet Parts
4.1

Inlet Position

Turboprop ram inlets should be designed to extend as far forward as possible and
should be in the relatively smooth air of the propeller stream. It is recommended that
the inlet should be located outside of the nacelle boundary layer and should be clear
from the turbulent flow generated at the propeller blade roots. Since turbulent flow
increase the pressure loss with the disturbed flow or swirl effect.
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4.2

Inlet Sizing Method

Air inlet is composed of a diffuser, inlet lip and FOD protection part if applicable. In
this study, only diffuser design will be performed. In order to define the dimensions
of the diffuser geometry, the design point should be determined at the beginning of
the study. Cruise condition is usually selected as the design point. Then the required
mass flow rate is determined with the help of an engine deck program, which is a
quick tool used to estimate the engine performance. The speed at the design point
and the corresponding angle of attack are selected from the operating condition of
the aircraft based on the planned mission. Based on the normalized mass flow rate
(corrected engine air flow) and Mach number of the flight condition, the throat area
of the duct can be determined by using the following equation. Normalized mass
flow is calculated by correcting the mass flow rate at any flight contion to the sea
level ISA flight condition.
𝑀
𝑀𝐴
1
=
× 0.5929 × 1 + 𝑀
𝜃
𝑀
5
𝑊
𝛿

(4-1) [8]

Where M represents the Mach number, A represents the area and W resresents the
mass flow rate. Additionally

𝜃

𝛿 are the correction factor used to convert

mechanial mass flow to the normalized mass flow rate.
Throat area is defined as the smallest area of the diffuser. Mach number ratio of 2 is
assumed as recommended by engine manufacturer. For the optimization the range of
Mach number range is changed from 1.5 to 2.5 for different alternative geometries
to build the data base. Since the normalized mass flow is used for determining the
size of the diffuser, isentropic, one dimensional and incompressible flow
formulations are used for sizing calculations in order to simplify the calculations.
Mach number ratio of 2 is usually selected for these types of aircraft inlet design at
cruise conditons and 1 is recommended for climb conditions. If induced drag due to
the air inlet geometry is large when compared to the total drag, a lower Mach number
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ratio (below 2) may be used to reduce it. This also reduces the inlet throat area and
diffuser size. By using higher Mach number ratios, throat area can be increased. Even
though the drag effect can be increased due to larger inlet, total effect can be positive
on aircraft performance. An optimization should be done in order to finalize the inlet
geometry.
Based model, reference, will be the present inlet geometry used on the aircraft.
Therefore, at the end of this study, the air inlet will be optimized to reduce the engine
inlet installation loss and reduce induced drag. At the end of the optimization,
available thrust for the selected condition will be compared to the base model.
The width and height of the throat can be calculated by using the aspect ratio (AR)
of the inlet geometry. Aspect ratio usually can usually be increased up to 3 for scoop
type air inlets [7]. Therefore AR is kept 3 for all geometries. Finally, the width of the
diffuser exit area is calculated as a function of diffuser length and diffuser side wall
angle. Side wall angle is limited to 7° for subsonic inlet diffusers. Beyond 7°,
separation probability is increased too much [7]. In order to see the effect of
increased side wall angle the largest wall angle is limited with 8°.
Then by using the Eqn (4-1) throat area of the diffuser can be calculated. [7]

Figure 4-2: Throat Area Dimension Notations
After calculating throat area, the height and width of the area can be found by using
the following aquations, simultaneously [7].

ℎ=

𝐴
𝐴𝑅 − 0.215
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(4-2)

𝑤 = 𝐴𝑅 ∗ ℎ

(4-3)

Then diffuse exit area width can be calculated by using
𝑤 = 𝑤İ + 2 ∗ 𝑙 ∗ tan(𝛼)

(4-4)

where α is the expantion angle of the side wall of the diffuser.
Height of the exit area of the diffuser is calculated from the IPS model. The height
of the diffuser exit area is scaled based on the ratio of calculated width to normalized
mass flow. Because of the security issue related formulations are not given explicitly.
The dimensions of the IPS are also calculated by using the certified IPS model. The
compressor inlet of the engine is kept constant for all geometries since it is related
to the engine size.

4.3

Lip Design Method

Inlet lips usually define the inlet throat area and shall ensure a separation free flow
entrance. While diverting propeller spinner boundary layer, the inlet duct will act as
a diffuser slowing down the flow velocity, reducing friction losses on the cowling
and allowing more uniform flow.
The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA)-1 series external lip
shapes or similar shapes have been used successfully. Within this study, NACA-1
series lip is used as recommended by engine manufacturer. Xo and Yo values are 82.9
mm and 34.4 mm respectively. Xo is the maximum length of the NACA, and Yo is
the maximum height of the NACA. This study is limited to diffuser optimization so,
the same lip size and shape are used for all alternative geometries.
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4.4

Diffuser Design and Performance Parameters [10]

Diffuser is the part of the air inlet in which the static pressure of the air increases at
the expense of dynamic pressure as the air passes through it. Diffuser does not need
any external energy input to increase the static pressure of the air. As air passes
through the diffuser, its velocity decreases while static pressure increases.
Diffuser performance is expressed in terms of the static pressure rise across the
diffuser. Usually, to calculate its performance, the total-pressure loss and the outlet
flow conditions are used. Optimum diffuser design not only complies with the basic
system requirements, but it also increases overall system performance. Insufficient
diffuser design can lead to poor pressure recovery and non-uniform flow at
compressor inlet and finally high energy losses within the system [10]. Within this
study, the total pressure loss will be used as the parameter to define the diffuser
performance. Within the object of this study, a referenced geometry generated for a
subsonic aircraft, already installed on a turboprop aircraft, will be used to compare
the new inlet performance.
3 parameters are selected as optimization parameters. These are the throat area,
diffuser side wall expansion angle and diffuser length. By using 5 different throat
areas, 3 different side wall expansion angles and 3 different diffuser lenghts totally
45 alternative geometries are generated for the first optimization stage.
Then the total pressure drop values and pressure values at the throat area were
determined using CFD analysis. Finally, an optimization study is performed to
generate the geometry which fits best for the defined condition using the data base.
Diffusers are used to increase the performance of the compressor of the engine. As
stated in Chapter 2, air velocity should be reduced to a Mach number of 0.05-0.07
Mach number [8] at the entrance of the compressor and this is achieved with the help
of diffuser. Turboprop aircraft speed is usually about 0.4 Mach. So through the air
inlet duct, air speed should be reduced from 0.4 Mach to roughly 0.04 Mach.
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Diffuser cross sectional area increases along the diffuser for subsonic flow to reduce
the flow velocity.

4.5

FOD Protection

In order to protect the engine from a foreign object damage (FOD), a certified FOD
model offered by the engine manufacturer is used for the air inlet design. If such
certified model is used, normally required certification processes or tests are not
needed to be performed. Only showing similarity to certified model is sufficient for
the certification progress. For similarity, the approval of the engine manufacturer
should be ensured. For the reference turboprop aircraft air inlet design, a certified
IPS model was used. In order to establish the similarity, the guidelines provided by
engine manufacturer were followed. IPS is installed at the end of the air inlet duct,
and a loss is generated at this point due to the abrupt turning. In order to employ the
effect of this loss, this part is included into the model. Within this thesis IPS geometry
is included within the geometry. IPS open configuration is not included within the
analysis, since IPS FOD extraction performance is not a concern for this study. In
order to keep the mesh size smaller, bypass duct is not included into the CFD analysis
model.

4.6

Generating the Validation Geometry

In order to determine the dimensions of the geometry, the design condition, engine
normalized mass flow requirement and the assumed engine loss values (inlet press
loss, AGB extraction or bleed extraction) should be determined. To begin with, the
operating condition was selected as the cruise condition with the maximum speed.
The second step is to determine the required normalized air flow for the selected
condition, which is known as mechanicl mass flow rate. On the contrary, the
normalized mass flow is the corrected mass flow value specific to the design point.
This data was obtained by using the engine performance deck program. Engine deck
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program needs some input data to calculate the generated thrust for the specified
condition. These inputs can be divided into two parts, first one is used to define the
flight operating conditions and the second one is used to introduce the engine losses.
In order to define the operating condition, flight altitude, ambient temperature and
aircraft speed should be introduced into the engine deck. Additionally, power setting
for the flight condition should be supplied to the program. For example, if take off
or maximum cruise speed performance is needed, maximum power setting have to
be used, or if cruise condition for the maximum endurance is required, selected
percentage of the maximum power may be used, such as 50 % or 70 % of maximum
power. Then engine losses have to be defined. These are, inlet pressure loss, inlet
charge heating, exhaust losses and so on. If loss data are not known yet, usual
installation losses, provided by engine manufacturer, may be used at the beginning
of the study. Design point for the base, reference geometry was selected as the
maximum cruise condition at 10000 ft altitude at International Standart Atmosphere
(ISA temperature), and 300 knot was assumed as the aircraft speed. Usual engine
installation losses are used as the first trial to calculate the normalized mass flow
rate. It was calculated as 10.5 kg/sec which is the corrected required mechanical mass
flow specific to the defined operating condition. Normalized mass flow is used while
determining the geometric size of the air inlet since aircraft sizing is based on the
design point but additionally aircraft performance have to be ensured for the
remaining flight envelope. Based on these data and design parameters the dimensions
of the geometry were calculated. The generated reference geometry was used in the
CFD analysis and a comparison is made in terms of the pressure drop and/or
generated thrust percentage values. Reference data is obtained from the CFD analysis
of the previous geometry.
The following loss data is used within the engine deck to calculate the engine mass
flow for the corresponding flight condition. These data are obtained from a typical
turboprop engine installation. As stated before, the normalized mass flow is 10.5
kg/sec but the mechanical mass flow rate is 3.5 kg/sec. This mechanical mass flow
is used to compare the mass flow obtained from the CFD analysis since mechanical
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loss is the required mass flow rate at the selected design point. In order to get the
normalized mass fow, below listed usual turboprop engine losses are used in the
engine deck program.


Inlet loss coefficient: %2



AGB Extraction: 8 SHP



Bleed Extraction: 0.06 lb./hr.



Exhaust Effective Area: 85 in2



Propeller Efficiency: 90%

Figure 4-3: CFD Model
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5. AIR INLET FLOW ANALYSIS

5.1

Generating the Analysis Geometries

The optimization point is selected as the cruise condition. The aim of the
optimization is to decrease the pressure loss and induced drag to increase the
generated thrust compared to the base geometry at the selected operating condition.
Optimization point is defined in Table 5-1.
Table 5-1: Optimization Point Specifications
Altitude (ft.)

15000

Mach Number

0.4

Ambient Temperature (°C)

-14.7°C (ISA)

Required Mass Flow Rate (kg/sec)

3.6

The required normalized mass flow at the design point is 11.5 kg/sec and geometries
are prepared according to this value. The following 3 parameters are selected as input
parameters for the alternative geometries (Table 5-2). Then the combination of them
have been established to generate alternative geometry combinations).
Table 5-2: Air Inlet Design Parameters and Regarding Ranges
M0/Mi

Diffuser

Diffuser Side

Length (mm)
1.5-2.5

800-1200

Angle (°)
4-8
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Design parameters were selected as the Mach number ratio, diffuser length and
diffuser side wall angle. Mach number ratio is the ratio of the Mach number of the
air at the far field to the Mach number of the air at the throat area, the smallest area
of the diffuser. Diffuser length is the length of the diffuser, from the smallest area to
largest areas. Lastly, diffuser sidewall angle is the angle with which the diffuser
sidewall angle makes with the flow direction. All these three parameters are
visualized in Figure 5-1.

Figure 5-1: Visualizations of Optimization Input Parameters
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Table 5-3: Optimization Input Parameters
Case #

At(m2)*10-2

Diffuser
Angle (°)

Diffuser
Length (m)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

4.9
4.9
4.9
4.9
4.9
4.9
4.9
4.9
4.9
5.6
5.6
5.6
5.6
5.6
5.6
5.6
5.6
5.6
6.4
6.4
6.4
6.4
6.4
6.4
6.4
6.4
6.4
7.2
7.2
7.2
7.2
7.2
7.2
7.2

4
4
4
6
6
6
8
8
8
4
4
4
6
6
6
8
8
8
4
4
4
6
6
6
8
8
8
4
4
4
6
6
6
8

0.8
1
1.2
0.8
1
1.2
0.8
1
1.2
0.8
1
1.2
0.8
1
1.2
0.8
1
1.2
0.8
1
1.2
0.8
1
1.2
0.8
1
1.2
0.8
1
1.2
0.8
1
1.2
0.8
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Table 5-3 (Continued): Optimization Input Parameters
Case #

At(m2)*10-2

Diffuser
Angle (°)

Diffuser
Length (m)

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
Base

7.2
7.2
7.9
7.9
7.9
7.9
7.9
7.9
7.9
7.9
7.9
7.9
7.9
7.9
7.9
7.9
4.3

8
8
4
4
4
6
6
6
8
8
8
0
2
10
12
14
4

1
1.2
0.8
1
1.2
0.8
1
1.2
0.8
1
1.2
0.8
0.8
1.2
1.2
1.2
0.8

Optimization parameters are selected from the values recommended by engine
manufacturer and referenced in previous studies [7]. Based on the recommended
range, alternative geometry sizes are defined. Equations from (4-1) to (4-4) are used
to calculate the geometric sizes.
Then the CAD models were generated according to the calculated dimensions.
Totally 50 alternative geometries were generated as defined in Table 5-3.
Geometric model includes the free stream, inlet lip (outer and inner), diffuser duct,
IPS geometry and bypass duct models Figure 3-2. The propeller was not included
within the analysis model. Within a similar study [2], propeller effect is not included
since it is shown that propeller has a small effect on analysis results. Since the target
of this thesis is to enhance the performance of the aircraft, a comparison is carried
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out excluding the propeller effect, which will not affect the performance difference
between base model and alternative geometries. On the contrary, this deviation
between the test data and analysis results can be seen during the validation of the
CFD model. A larger difference can be observed during the CFD model validation
(compared to test results), but the difference is negligible for the comparison of
generated CFD results.
Lip geometry is generated suitable to NACA-1 as recommended in [8]. Since air
inlet is scoop type, aircraft cowling should be used at the upper part of the inlet. Since
the thesis study is limited with air inlet diffuser duct geometry sizing, aircraft
cowling has not been included. In order not to disturb the flow, lip geometry is
extended all around the air inlet duct. The geometry resembles to pitot type inlet but
its effect on CFD analysis is negligible. Therefore, the remaining geometries
constitute also upper lip geometry.

5.2

Validation of CFD Model

Mesh study was started with the base geometry that was re-generated by using the
design parameter values. The generated mesh for the CFD analysis visually checked
to ensure that it includes all geometric details. Also, the skewness angle in the mesh
must be below 90 for a reliable solution for Ansys CFX solver.
Different mesh configurations including different boundary layer combinations (y+
validation) were generated and analyzed for the selected validation test point, given
in Table 5-4.
Table 5-4: CFD Model Validation Case
Altitude (ft.)
15000

A/C

Speed Pressure Loss Mass

Flow Mass

Flow

(Mach)

(%)

(kg/s) (Test)

(kg/s) (Deck)

0,5

0,987

3,59

3,52
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The main target for this study is to validate the mesh model. The most accurate press
loss/mass flow values close to the test result is tried to be obtained. For example, for
the fourth case (Table 5-5), the screen surface which is used to measure the press
drop value till the plenum is extended since it is not usual to measure the target value
from the boundary of a CFD model. It helps to have a higher press loss value
compared to case two and three. After having a converged result, the one with the
corresponding pressure loss obtained from test result (Case 6 - Table 5-5) was
selected as the most appropriate CFD model and it was used for the remaining of the
analysis. With obtained pressure loss, mass flow is calculated by using the engine
deck. The comparison of the mass flow obtained from the CFD analysis and engine
deck is tabulated in Table 5-5.
Table 5-5: CFD Validation Study Results Comparison
Analysis

Mass

Element

PL (%) Mass Floe

Name

Flow

Number

Cal. From

Flow Diff.

Eng. Deck

(%)

Outlet

Mass

(kg/s)
1

Base Geo.

3.489

548972

1.88

3.564

2.10

3.489

3729138

0.18

3.63

3.88

3.489

7063404

0.38

3.62

3.62

3.489

9940598

0.94

3.6

3.08

6.702

9940598

9.5

3.28

-104.33

Base geometry
2

with Finer
mesh
base geometry

3

with fine mesh
rev 1

4

Base geometry
outlet extended
Base geometry

5

outlet
extended_rev1
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Table 5-5(continued): CFD Validation Study Results Comparison
Analysis

Mass

Element

Name

Flow

Number

PL (%)

Outlet

Mass Floe

Mass

Cal. From

Flow Diff.

Eng. Deck

(%)

(kg/s)
base geometry
6

Validation
(pressure dif

3.59114

9940598

1.28

3.59

-0.03

3.55482

9940598

1.33

3.58

0.70

3.519

9940598

1.17

3.59

1.99

3.482

9940598

1.05

3.59

3.00

3.446

9940598

0.95

3.6

4.28

0.1)
Base geometry
7

Validation
(pressure dif 1)
Base geometry

8

Validation
(pressure dif 2)
Base geometry

9

Validation
(pressure dif 3)
Base geometry

10

Validation
(pressure dif 4)

In the end, the case generating the smallest difference between obtained and the
calculated from engine deck, has been selected and used for the CFD analysis within
this thesis.
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5.3

Mesh Independent Study

Model validation was completed at the previous stage and mesh independent study
is performed with different mesh configurations.
Default volume mesh growth rate of 1.2 was a reasonable starting point. It was used
for a similar mesh model generation in Ref [11]. During the mesh independence
study, it is used as it is within this study.
During mesh generation, tetrahedral type mesh is used for surface mesh and volume
mesh. Hexahedral type mesh is used for the boundary layer. 12 layer has been
generated for boundary inflation and used to have the desired y+ values. Mean y+
graphic is presented in Figure 5-2. It can be seen that y+ value is converged to an
acceptable value (below 10) [12].

Figure 5-2: y+ Changes with Iteration
By changing the mesh distribution, the mesh configurations with least mesh number
which can generate the closest pressure loss to the test result is selected as the mesh
configuration for the remaining of the analysis. During the mesh independence study
Mesh density is increased by twice of the previous model used in CFD. Pressure loss
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obtained from each case is tabulated in Table 5-6. It can be concluded that 12 M
mesh is the most appropriate configuration.
Table 5-6: Mesh Independent Study Comparison Results
Press Drop at
Mesh #

Engine

Press Drop at

Compressor Inlet

Throat (Pa)

(Pa)
3 million

5514

3926

6 million

5861

3887

12 million

5341

3917

24 million

5403

3930

The generated mesh model snapshots can be seen in Figure 5-3, Figure 5-4 and
Figure 5-5.

Figure 5-3: Generated Mesh Model- Entire Air Inlet Duct and Free Stream
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Figure 5-4: Generated Mesh Model- Entire Air Inlet Duct and Free Stream-2

Figure 5-5: Detail Mesh Model of Air Inlet Duct Throat Area
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Figure 5-6: Details of Mesh of IPS
Cell number, mass flow rate, pressure loss difference values of the generated mesh
configurations are tabulated within the Table 5-6.
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5.4

Boundary Conditions

In the model, all structure boundaries are defined as wall. The inlet of the model is
specified as velocity inlet, which is used to apply the aircraft speed and attitude
configuration. The engine inlet is defined as mass flow outlet. Inlet and outlet
boundary conditions can be seen in Figure 5-7

Figure 5-7: Inlet and Outlet Boundaries of the Model

Figure 5-8: Boundary Conditions, Free Stream, Wall, Symmetry Surfaces
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Throat area, which is defined as the minimum area of the diffuser, is not defined
specifically. It is just used to check the analysis results like pressure and velocity
distribution. These values are used to calculate induced drag value.
Engine inlet screen at the entrance of the engine compressor within plenum is defined
as mass flow outlet, as indicated in Figure 5-7. Engine inlet screen surface pressure
is adjusted by the solver automatically to provide the desired mass flow rate. Then
the total pressure loss is calculated as the difference between the free stream and
engine inlet screen surface total pressure.
The screen part is covered with a mesh screen. In addition, it causes extra pressure
drop but this loss is not included into the CFD model to simplify the analysis. This
idea is the same as the one used for omitting the propeller effect. Screen mesh loss
is effective for all the remaining geometries, that means the same loss or gain effect
will be applicable to all alternative geometries.
As an additional information, From the point of the physics of the system, free stream
is added to the CFD model as a big box to simulate the external atmosphere. Which
is shown in Figure 5-8. Free stream boundary condition is used for this big box. This
boundary condition resembles to pressure far field used in Ansys fluent.
Since our concern is to increase the engine performance, IPS bypass door is kept
closed throughout the analysis. Means it is also defined as wall. To decrease the total
mesh number, the symmetry of the model is considered. During the IPS system
separation performance analysis, the door is kept open; therefore, it is out of the
scope of this study. Summary of the Boundary surfaces and corresponding boundary
conditions are listed in Table 5-7. BC’s can be seen in Figure 5-7 and Figure 5-8.
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Table 5-7: Boundary Types
Surface Name

Boundary Type

Free Stream

Free Stream

Inlet (On Free Stream Box)

Velocity Inlet

Duct Lip

Wall

Diffuser Duct

Wall

Compressor Inlet

Mass Flow Outlet

Plenum Wall

Wall

Symmetry Wall

Symmetry

5.5 Solution Method
CFD analyses were carried out by using Ansys CFX software. Turbulent modelling
must be used to simulate the real operating conditions affected by the angle of attack
of the aircraft, inlet lip shapes, increase in the section area of the duct, IPS, ambient
temperature, aircraft speed and so on. These parameters may affect separation or loss
values. At the beginning of the study a validation of the CFD model including mesh
model and solution method was performed. Obtained CFD analysis results must be
compared with real flight test data of present inlet geometry, which is used to select
the most appropriate solution method for the analysis. If such test data had not been
available, solution methods recommended by similar studies can be used as a
guideline. Such recommendations are made in [2]. Within the referenced study k-Ɛ
and k-ꙍ SST models have been compared and it is concluded that the k-ꙍ SST
generates more realistic results compared to k-Ɛ solution. But there is a disadvantage
of k-ꙍ, it increases the number of cells in the computational mesh, especially at
boundary layers. Then model has been divided into 2 to reduce the mesh size,
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symmetric boundary condition is used on that surface. At the end, k- SST turbulence
model were used within the CFD analysis.
Mass flow outlet condition is selected as the most appropriate boundary condition as
defined in Section 5.4. Since the required mass flow is obtained from the test data. It
is used as a boundary condition for the validation case. While performing
optimization analysis, mass flow quantity obtained from engine deck for the selected
condition is used.
From the point of the physics of the system, as the flow propagates, pressure drop
increases within the inlet system beginning from the inlet lips to the engine
compressor inlet. Mass flow rate decreases because of present pressure drop until
system stabilizes. When the system comes to a stable configuration. It is concluded
that the obtained mass flow is delivered to the engine for the specified pressure drop
value, means system is stabilized.
During validation process. Engine deck and CFD analysis results are coupled.
Pressure drop versus mass flow graph is generated by using the estimated engine
performance program. Since it is a property of the manufacturer, the other loss values
used to calculate the required mass flow rate are not given in this report. The mass
flow versus pressure loss graph is given in Figure 5-9.
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Figure 5-9 : Engine Mass Flow Required Quantity vs Pressure Drop
At the beginning of the analysis, the first layer thickness of the boundary is calculated
by using an open source, mean y+ value is calculated, since it is below 10 [13], it is
concluded that it is sufficient for the analysis. Solution is assessed in terms of the
velocity distribution around the lip and the flow velocity. It is a critical point since
the air hits on the lips and stagnation points are generated. Problem regarding
boundary layer velocity distribution can be seen easily at this point. Velocity profile
of the flow is presented in Figure 5-15. It can be seen that, the residual is all
converged and they all below 10-4, or press loss value at the compressor inlet is
converged. Additionally, smooth pressure distribution, streamlines and velocity
distributions can be seen in figures from Figure 5-14 to Figure 5-17. It can be
concluded that the snapshots can be assessed as usual converged solution since they
all have smooth distributions. Additionally, smooth compressor air inlet is achieved.
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Figure 5-10: Residual-Momentum and Mass

Figure 5-11: Pressure Loss
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Figure 5-12: Pressure Distribution

Figure 5-13: Total Pressure Distribution on Symmetry Plane

Figure 5-14: Trace of Streamlines within the Validation Model
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Figure 5-15: Velocity Distribution around Inlet Lip

Figure 5-16: Velocity Distribution of Entire Validation Model
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Figure 5-17: y+ Distribution of the Inlet Duct

5.6 Analysis Results
As stated in Chapter 5.5, a model verification study is performed. In this section, the
details of this study are presented.
Optimization point is selected as 15000 ft. cruise condition with an aircraft speed of
0.4 Mach. The specification of the point is given in Table 5-1. In the analysis, the
required mass flow rate is used as the boundary condition for the exit surface as
shown in Figure 5-7. Then the pressure drop value was obtained from the CFD
analysis.
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As stated before, the CFD validation model, which is selected as the closest result to
the test value, implemented to the remaining 45 case analysis. With the selected mesh
configuration and solution model all analysis were performed at the selected
optimization points. At the end of the analysis, obtained pressure drop and
corresponding generated thrust values are tabulated and used for the target value
during optimization. Also induced drag values are calculated analytically by using
the pressure difference values obtained from CFD analysis. Induced drag values were
also used as a target value during optimization. The calculation method of the
induced drag is detailed in Section 5.7.
Table 5-8: CFD Analysis Results of Alternative Geometries

Case #

Area
(m2)*10-2

Diffuser
angle (°)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

5.8
6.0
6.2
6.2
6.5
6.8
6.6
7.0
7.4
6.1
6.2
6.4
6.4
6.7
7.0
6.8
7.2
7.6
6.2
6.4
6.6
6.6

4
4
4
6
6
6
8
8
8
4
4
4
6
6
6
8
8
8
4
4
4
6

Diffuser
Length
(mm)
0.8
1
1.2
0.8
1
1.2
0.8
1
1.2
0.8
1
1.2
0.8
1
1.2
0.8
1
1.2
0.8
1
1.2
0.8
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Torque
(kg.m)

Thrust
(N)

353.65
355.59
355.59
372.48
373.59
370.68
375.95
374.84
372.21
367.50
370.68
372.48
377.61
373.59
374.70
372.48
377.75
371.79
376.36
375.39
371.52
378.30

501
524
524
529
529
510
529
529
529
510
510
529
529
529
529
529
529
529
529
529
529
529

Net
Drag (N) Thrust
(N)
475
465
465
367
390
400
348
392
387
362
369
352
299
309
318
255
260
278
208
194
210
143

26.2
58.5
58.3
162.1
139.4
109.8
181.0
137.4
142.3
147.8
140.6
177.7
230.4
220.4
211.8
274.1
269.8
251.5
321.7
335.6
319.3
386.7

Table 5-8(Continued): CFD Analysis Results of Alternative Geometries
Case #

Area
(m2)*10-2

Diffuser
angle (°)

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

6.9
7.2
7.0
7.4
7.7
6.4
6.6
6.8
6.8
7.1
7.4
7.2
7.5
7.9
6.6
6.8
7.0
7.0
7.2
7.5
7.3
7.7
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0

6
6
8
8
8
4
4
4
6
6
6
8
8
8
4
4
4
6
6
6
8
8
8
0
2
10
12
14

Diffuser
Length
(mm)
1
1.2
0.8
1
1.2
0.8
1
1.2
0.8
1
1.2
0.8
1
1.2
0.8
1
1.2
0.8
1
1.2
0.8
1
1.2
0.8
0.8
1.2
1.2
1.2
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Torque
(kg.m)

Thrust
(N)

377.75
371.38
374.42
382.32
373.73
380.79
385.78
378.72
373.18
374.70
371.65
374.98
375.53
378.02
390.35
388.55
387.99
386.75
373.32
386.33
385.64
381.35
383.98
435.24
414.65
426.01
442.41
466.22

529
529
529
529
529
529
529
529
529
510
529
529
529
529
549
529
529
549
529
529
529
529
529
552
480
566
514
504

Net
Drag (N) Thrust
(N)
296
233.6
229
300.3
194
335.7
182
347.2
201
328.5
163
366.7
162
367.7
147
382.5
167
362.8
146
363.9
188
341.9
182
347.6
161
368.3
143
386.6
107
442.0
85
444.5
94
435.2
91
458.1
153
376.5
78
451.8
93
436.9
106
423.6
119
410.1
131
353
133
387
89
451
82
427
73
403

5.7 Drag Calculation
Air inlet geometry is sized at the selected operating point for the air requirement at
maximum power. However, aircrafts do not always fly at maximum power and the
excess air, which are not sucked by engine, is spilled out of the air inlet for the
reduced power settings. This excess air generates some drag and it is named as
spillage drag. Force vectors are presented in Figure 5-18 [6].

Figure 5-18: Forces that Comprise External Drag [6]
In addition, the seen regarding spillage drag is obtained from the CFD results is
presented in Figure 5-19.
As stated in Section 3.2.5, thrust definition is unsatisfactory for practical use since
downstream of the exit mixes with external flow in a non-specific manner.
The situation as it concerns intake drag is visualized in Figure 5-8. Drag terms on the
cowl itself are friction drag, 𝐷 , and pressure drag 𝐷 . For allocation of drag to the
intake per section, the term is normally reckoned from the cowl lip to the maximum
section. In addition to the cowl drag terms, it is necessary to cancel out the pre-entry
thrust force by including an equal and opposite force in the drag definition. 𝐷
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will

be termed simply the ‘pre-entry drag; in the USA the term used is “additive drag”.
Generally, the intake drag, D, comprise of the three terms as defined in the following
formula. [6]
𝐷 =𝐷 +𝐷 +𝐷

(5-1)

Figure 5-19: Induced Spillage Drag Generation
Since the flow is assumed to be incompressible. The flow density is constant.
Considering the same amount of mass flow through the freestream and the throat
area, (assuming density is constant) multiple of velocity and area is constant at the
inlet and for the hypothetical area within the freestream which generates the
following equation.
𝑉 ∗𝐴 =𝑉

∗𝐴

(5-2)

Mach number ratio is an input parameter used to generate alternative inlet
geometries. Since the throat area is known from the given inlet area, the other areas
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can be calculated by using (5-2). Then considering the (5-1), static pressure value at
the throat can be obtained from the CFD analysis, while the static pressure of the
hypothetical area is the static pressure of the atmosphere.
Therefore, all the values in the (3-7) are known and then the drag values for all
alternative geometries are calculated as tabulated in Table 5-8: CFD Analysis
Results of Alternative Geometries Table 5-8.
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6. AIR INLET GEOMETRY OPTIMIZATION

Optimization plays an essential role in many scientific areas, such as engineering,
data analytics, and deep learning. These fields are fast growing, and their concepts
are employed for various purposes, for instance gaining insights from a large data
set or fitting accurate prediction models. General definition of optimization is to
generate the most appropriate and desired result for the selected conditions. In other
words, optimization is the process for defining the input parameters to get the desired
result(s) under the selected configuration. According to the physics of the problem,
the desired result may be the maximized or minimized value [14]. For example, if
the target parameter is efficiency of a machine, then it must be maximized. But if the
target parameter is drag for an aircraft max speed problem, then it must be
minimized.
For the optimization problems, there are more than one solution. Each of them is
named as a suitable solution. Optimized solution is the most appropriate solution
under the defined constraints or under the defined condition. During the progress of
optimization, this optimized solution is requested under the selected circumstances
since it is the best solution for that specific case.
3 different optimization tool are used in this study; Excel, GAMS and Python.

6.1

Optimization by Using Excel Solver (Single Objective Optimization)

There are 3 alternative solution methods within Excel: linear polynomial (LP),
nonlinear polynomial (NLP) and evolutionary. During the optimization, nonlinear
optimization method is used since three input effect on the objectives cannot be
estimated easily.
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Excel solver is the name of the module used to perform single objective optimization.
This module is not available in default mode; it should be activated before using.
This is explained in [14].
Microsoft Excel program is one of the most popular and useful computer programs
for a wide variety of numerical applications. The solver in Excel is a built-in tool
with multiple capabilities. It could be used to optimize (find the maximum or the
minimum value) a specific cell (the target cell) by varying the values in other cells
(the adjustable cells). It may also be used to solve a system of non-linear equations.
Solver formulas embedded in the spreadsheet relate the value in the target cell to the
values in the adjustable cells. The user can also specify numerical range of
constraints for the cells involved.
An NLP Solver (Non Linear Programming) must compute, or approximate
derivatives of the problem functions many times during the optimization. Since a
non-convex NLP may have multiple feasible regions and multiple locally optimal
points within such regions, there is no simple or fast way to determine with certainty
that the problem is infeasible, that the objective function is unbounded, or that an
optimal solution is the “global optimum” across all feasible regions.
The GRG Nonlinear Solving method uses the Generalized Reduced Gradient method
as implemented in Lasdon and Waren’s GRG2 code. GRG method can be assumed
as a nonlinear extension of the Simplex method, which selects a basis, determines a
search direction, and performs a line search on each major iteration – solving systems
of nonlinear equations at each step to maintain feasibility [15] .Excel NLP can be
used in many science area such as agriculture, chemistry or economy. As an example,
as defined in [16], crop water-benefit functions can be optimized by using excel
nonlinear programming.
The models that are used in the optimization can be linear or non-linear. Although
linear optimization models are used more frequently, they require that both objective
function and constraints be linear, conditions that are not always satisfied. Non-linear
optimization models do not have the linearity limitation. As an example, the
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following flow chart is used in the study to optimize the irrigation water application
ratio and water supply capacity alternatives of the farm [16].

Figure 6-1: Flow Chart for Non-Linear Model
6.2

Optimization by Using GAMS (Single/Multi Objective(s)
Optimization)

GAMS (General Algebraic Modelling System) solver is the name of the module used
to perform optimization.
Today, algebraic modeling languages are widely accepted as the best way to
represent and solve mathematical programming problems. Their main distinguishing
features are the use of relational algebra and the ability to provide partial derivatives
on multidimensional, very large and sparse structures. In this chapter, we will
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describe some of the origins of GAMS and provide background information that
shaped early design decisions.
From the very beginning, the driving force behind the development of the General
Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) has been the users of mathematical
programming who believed in optimization as the powerful and elegant framework
for solving real life problems in the sciences and engineering. At the same time, these
users were frustrated with the high cost, skill requirements, and overall low reliability
of applying optimization tools. Most of our initiatives and support for new
development came from the worlds of economics, finance, and chemical
engineering. These disciplines find it natural to view and understand the world and
its behavior as a mathematical program.
The idea of an algebraic approach to represent, manipulate, and solve largescale
mathematical models fused old and new paradigms into a consistent and
computationally tractable system. Using matrix generators (see appendix GAMS
versus Fortran Matrix Generators) for linear programs taught us the importance of
naming rows and columns in a consistent manner. The connection to the emerging
relational data model became evident [17]
GAMS NLP also used in many sciences department, for example in [18], it is used
for renewable and sustainable energy. Within the study, optimal sizing and design
problem is formulated as a Non-Linear Programming (NLP) optimization problem
and solved using the standard optimization software titled generalized algebraic
modeling system (GAMS). The objective function is minimizing the total cost while
considering the technical and economic constraints.
GAMS can be used for multi objective optimization. GAMS uses pareto as
optimization method for multi objective optimization.
Pareto is the method which assumes target value is composed of the 80% of the
inputs. For example, 80% of the sale is made by 20% of the customer.
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GAMS Pareto optimization method is used in a similar study as defined in [19]. V.
Pareto (1848–1923) was the French–Italian economist who first developed the
concept of multi objective optimization in economics [20].Multi-objective genetic
algorithms (GAs) are used for Pareto approach optimization of thermodynamic cycle
of ideal turbojet engines. The important conflicting thermodynamic objectives that
have been considered in this work are, namely, specific thrust (ST), thrust-specific
fuel consumption (TSFC), propulsive efficiency (ηp), and thermal efficiency (ηt).
These objectives often conflict with each other so that as one objective function
improves, another deteriorates. Therefore, there is no single optimal solution that is
best with compared to all the objective functions. Instead, there is a set of optimal
solutions, well known as Pareto optimal solutions [21] [22], which significantly
distinguishes the inherent natures between single-objective and multi-objective
optimization problems.
Basics of the NSGA II procedure is defined as given in Figure 6-2.
.

Figure 6-2: Basics of NSGA-II procedure
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6.3

Optimization by Using Python (Multi Objective Optimization)

Whenever an algorithm must handle a significantly large amount of data, an efficient
implementation in a suitable programming language is important. Python has
become the programming language of choice for the above-mentioned research areas
over the last few years. Python is a high-level, cross-platform, and interpreted
programming language that focuses on code readability. Many high-quality libraries
are available and support for any kind of scientific computation is ensured. These
characteristics make Python an appropriate tool for many research and industry
projects where the investigations can be rather complex.
To address the need for multi-objective optimization in Python, pymoo is introduced.
The goal of the framework is not only to provide state of the art optimization
algorithms, but also to cover different aspects related to the optimization process
itself. It is implemented single, multi and many-objective test problems, which can
be used as a test-bed for algorithms. In addition to the objective and constraint values
of test problems, gradient information can be retrieved through automatic
differentiation.
In pymoo, an algorithm object needs to be created for optimization. For each of the
algorithms an application procedure interface documentation is available and
through supplying different parameters, algorithms can be customized in a plug-andplay manner. In general, the choice of a suitable algorithm for optimization problems
is a challenge itself. Whenever problem characteristics are known beforehand, using
those through-customized operators are recommended. [12]
However, in rather simple cases, aspect of having two objectives and two constraints
should be considered. For this reason, using NSGA-II [12] with its default
configuration with minor modifications is recommended. This is a steady-state
variant of NSGA-II, and it is likely to improve the convergence property for rather
simple optimization problems without many difficulties [12]. With this method,
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multi objective optimization can be achieved. Additionally, different weight can be
applied to each objective.

6.4

Generating Mean Curve

For the optimization, it is needed to build up the mathematical formula to establish
the correlation between the target value(s) and input parameter(s).
Second order polynomial was generated corresponding to these three input
parameters. This is done with the help of Python SciPy module which formulation
are already included in SciPy. It is a Python-based ecosystem of open-source
software for mathematics, science, and engineering. “Scipy.optimize. curve_fit ()”
function was used to obtain the equations Non-linear least-square method is used
within the function.
The parametric relation between the response and independent variables is
established via a regression model. Once the model has been selected, the regression
coefficients shall be estimated based on the training data set. The regression
coefficients shall be selected such that the model error is minimized as much as
possible. To find the suitable regression coefficients, the least squares method is used
[23]. In the least squares approach, the residual sum of squares (RSS) is minimized.
RSS can be expressed as in (6-1)
(6-1)
𝑅𝑆𝑆 =

𝑌 −𝑌

The 𝑌 term is the mean value of the responses and calculated by using the equation
described in (6-2)
𝑌 =

(6-2)

1
𝑛

𝑌
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For the second order polynomial, the following format is used (6-3). Considering
the CFD results data base, the following coefficient values are obtained by using
Python.
𝐾 =𝐴 ∗𝑋+𝐴 ∗𝑋 +𝐵 ∗𝑌+𝐵 ∗𝑌 +𝐶 ∗𝑍+𝐶

( 6-4)

∗𝑍 +𝐷
In this configuration, X stands for diffuser length, Y stands for diffuser sidewall
angle and Z stands for throat area.
To achieve this, net thrust, torque and drag formulas were generated by using the
throat area, diffuser sidewall angle and diffuser length tabulated in Table 5-8.
Nonlinear least squares fitting to several unknown parameters, linear least squares
fitting may be applied iteratively to a linearized form of the function until
convergence is achieved. However, it is often also possible to linearize a nonlinear
function at the outset and still use linear methods for determining fit parameters
without resorting to iterative procedures. This approach does commonly violate the
implicit assumption that the distribution of errors is normal, but often still gives
acceptable results using normal equations [24]. R (squared) is defined as the value
which is an indication of the accuracy of the estimated values. As R value gets closer
to 1, the estimated value is getting closer to the actual value. R=1 means the expected
and the actual values match to each other perfectly.
6.5 Optimization and Performance Improvement:
CFD results and the mean curve fitted can be seen in below graph. It is seen that
second order curve is sufficient to represent analysis results Figure 6-3. Least square
method is used to obtain the mean curve seen in the Figure 6-3.
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Net Thrust (N)

Net Thrust-CFD (N)
500.0
450.0
400.0
350.0
300.0
250.0
200.0
150.0
100.0
50.0
0.0

Net Thrust-CFD
Polinom. (Net ThrustCFD)

1 4 7 10 13 16 19 22 25 28 31 34 37 40 43

Case #

Figure 6-3: Mean Curve Fit-Net Thrust
Excel, GAMS (General Algebraic Modeling Systems) and Python solver tools are
used to optimize the air inlet geometry from the generated 52 alternative geometries.
For single objective optimization, net thrust is used as the objective. Thrust is
generated by converting engine torque to aircraft thrust by using propeller deck.
Then net thrust is obtained by subtracting induced drag from the generated
propulsion.
For multi objective optimization torque and drag values are used as objectives. For
both objectives, 3 inputs, throat area, diffuser length and diffuser side wall angle are
used. Mathematical formulas, where the coefficients are presented are used for
optimization.
Three stage optimization have been performed to obtain the best results.
While performing optimization, input and/or outputs constraints should also be
defined for optimization process. Constraints are defined as the recommended ranges
of the input parameters, which is limited, by engine manufacturer recommendation
and aircraft installation. Defined constraints are given in Table 6-1. These constraints
are used for the first optimization.
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Table 6-1: Constraint Values
Minimum

Maximum

5

8.5

0.8

1.2

4

8

Ai(m2)*10-2
Diffuser Length (m)
Side Wall Diff. Angle (°)

Optimization input, output, and the correlation between them should be established
at the beginning of the study. Least square has been used to obtain the mathematical
formula of the objectives. For the 1st optimization first 45 CFD case results are used
to obtain the formulation and the following coefficients are determined by using
Python, least square method.
Table 6-2: Coefficients of the Second Order Optimization Polynomial of
Objectives (1st Optimization)
Net Thrust

Torque

Drag

Formulation

Formulation

Formulation

Coefficients

Coefficients

Coefficients

(Thrust-Drag)
AI:

-467.14266

-46.728

470.67256

AII:

295.33140

25.14824

-287.91883

BI:

-38.80996

-0.61595

37.44058

BII:

4.10611

0.17171

-3.87976

CI:

37867.66370

702.54447

-37390.9085

CII:

-221222.82184

-2050.00229

219710.9085

D:

-965.97223

357.1543

1457.82934

R2

0,78

0.503

0.780
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The comparison graphs of the estimated values and CFD results of net thrust, torque
and drag are presented from Figure 6-4 to Figure 6-6 simultaneously.

Net Thrust (N) vs Case #
600

Net Thruat (N)

500
400
300

Calculated

200

CFD

100
0
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45

Case #

Figure 6-4: Net Thrust – Expected (2nd Order Polynomial) vs CFD Results

400.00

Torque (kg.m) vs Case

390.00

Torque (kg.m)

380.00
370.00
CFD Results

360.00

Calculated Torque

350.00
340.00
330.00
1 4 7 10 13 16 19 22 25 28 31 34 37 40 43

Case #

Figure 6-5: Torque – Expected (2nd Order Polynomial) vs CFD Results
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Figure 6-6: Drag – Expected (2nd Order Polynomial) vs CFD Results
Then as defined in reference [14], the optimization is performed with Excel. To be
ensure about the optimization results, optimization is carried out by using three
different program and solutions are compared.
Three optimization tools are used for the first optimization: Excel (single objective),
GAMS (single and multi-objective) and Python pymoo (multi objective).
The results of the optimization are tabulated below, Table 6-3.
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Table 6-3: Input Parameters of the Optimized Geometry (Net Thrust/Torque-Drag)
Optimization
Result
Objective(s) of
the

Diffuser
Ai (m2)

Optimization

Length
(mm)

Side

Net Thrust

Wall

(N)

Angle
(°)

Optimization
Tool

Torque
(kg.m)
Drag (N)
426 (N)

Net Thrust

0.082

1.2

4

381(kg.m)

Excel

107 (N)
426 (N)
Net Thrust

0.082

1.2

4

381 (kg.m)

GAMS-NLP

107 (N)
419 (N)
Torque/Drag

0.082

0.8

8

386 (kg.m)

GAMSPareto

113 (N)
335 (N)
Torque/Drag

0.065

1.2

4.2

375 (kg.m)
195 (N)
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PythonPymoo

According to the results of the first optimization study, max performance
improvement is achieved with single objective optimization. Geometry is generated
with design parameters given in Table 6-3. CFD results are tabulated in Table 6-4.
Table 6-4: Performance Data and Comparison of Base Geometry -1st Optimized
Geometry

Base

Pressure

Torque (lb.

Thrust (kg

Induced

Net Thrust

Loss (%)

ft.)

force)

Drag(N)

10.5

2850

555

552

3

5.26

3120

597

49

548

Geometry
Optimized
Geometry

According to the results there seems a calculation error performed while calculating
net thrust of the base geometry. This CFD analysis was repeated. But this time
calculated net thrust of base geometry was 3. According to CFD results, induced drag
value of the base geometry is very large compared to the remaining 45 case induced
drag. Since there is no time to investigate the root cause of the problem and correct
it, engine generated power is compared with base geometry to determine the
performance improvement. At the end of first optimization stage, it is concluded
that %7.6 improvement is achieved in thrust generated by the engine. Nevertheless,
the net performance improvement could not be calculated since net thrust value
belongs to base geometry is not reliable.
Optimized geometry points out that, input parameters which are at the limits or very
close to defined constraints. Therefore, it is decided to enlarge the data base, means
some more geometry are generated with the parameters beyond max limits or below
lower limits of side wall angle. At this stage, two geometries are generated with “0”
and “2” diffuser side wall angle and three geometry are generated with side wall
angle “10”, “12” and “14” (case 46-50- Table 5-8). In addition, the CFD results of
the optimized geometry is added to the database. Then a second stage optimization
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is performed. This optimization is performed by using Excel and GAMS. Results of
these two programs were better compared to Python during the first stage
optimization, so for the remaining of the optimization these two program results are
used.
Then by using this database, the formulation is re-generated by using Least square
method. Results are listed below, in Table 6-5.
Table 6-5: Performance Data of Base and 2nd Optimized Geometry
Net Thrust

Torque

Drag

Formulation

Formulation

Formulation

Coefficients

Coefficients

Coefficients

(Thrust-Drag)
AI:

-469.66047

-359.66145

440.56119

AII:

294.87144

204.52187

-263.97243

BI:

3.35856

-12.14928

1.72001

BII:

-0.20365

0.92504

-0.24207

CI:

35301.23966

-6879.59347

-36663.85267

CII:

-198102.25305 61976.47552

212146.9343

D:

-982.24207

745.79746

1522.67221

R2

0,78

0.42

0.79

Second stage of the optimization has been performed by using the coefficient given
in Table 6-5. Optimization results are tabulated in Table 6-6.
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Table 6-6: Input Parameters of the Optimized Geometry 2nd stage (Net
Thrust/Torque-Drag)
Optimization
Result
Objective of
the

Diffuser
Ai (m2)

Optimization

Length
(mm)

Side
Wall

Net Thrust
(N)

Angle
(°)

Optimization
Tool

Torque
(kg.m)
Drag (N)
462 (N)

Net Thrust

0.085

1.2

8.25

435 (kg.m)

Excel

85 (N)
462 (N)
435 (kg.m)
Net Thrust

0.085

1.2

8.25

85 (N)

GAMS-NLP

452 (kg.m)
123 (N)

It can be concluded that the obtained net thrust value is better compared to first
optimized geometry. After adding the last optimized solution to the database,
coefficients are calculated with Least square method. Coefficients of the
formulations are presented in
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Table 6-7: Coefficients of the 3rd Optimization Polynomial of Objectives
Net Thrust

Torque

Drag

Formulation

Formulation

Formulation

Coefficients

Coefficients

Coefficients

(Thrust-Drag)
AI:

-465.78288

-165.68810

466.37925

AII:

292.58887

89.91872

-279.17049

BI:

3.17012

-14.87980

0.46662

BII:

-0.19050

1.27113

-0.15463

CI:

35532.74299

-1929.60491

-35122.67165

CII:

-199962.36308 20095.13465

199764.55742

D:

-990.17804

529.50411

1469.83142

R2

0.79

0.83

0.80
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Then last optimization is performed and the geometry with below listed parameters
are obtained.
Table 6-8: Input Parameters of the Optimized Geometry 3rd Stage (Net
Thrust/Torque-Drag)
Optimization
Result
Objective of
the

Diffuser
Ai (m2)

Optimization

Length
(mm)

Side
Wall

Net Thrust
(N)

Angle
(°)

Optimization
Tool

Torque
(kg.m)
Drag (N)
461 (N)

Net Thrust

0.085

1.2

8.3

405 (kg.m)

Excel

79 (N)
461 (N)
Net Thrust

0.085

1.2

8.3

405 (kg.m)
79 (N)
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GAMS-NLP

It is seen that optimization is converged to 461 N net thrust. By using the
corresponding input parameters, the geometry is generated and the CFD analysis is
performed. In the end, the following results are obtained.
Table 6-9: Performance Data and Comparison of Base Geometry – 3rd Optimized
Geometry

Base
Geometry
Optimized
Geometry

Pressure

Torque (lb.

Thrust (kg

Induced

Net Thrust

Loss (%)

ft.)

force)

Drag(N)

(N)

10.5

2850

555

552

3

3.66

3205

606

61

545
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7. CONCLUSION

In this study, a subsonic air inlet of a turboprop engine is optimized for the selected
optimization condition. Within the study, all steps were defined, executed and 12,5%
performance enhancement is achieved after 3 stage optimizations.
After totally generating 53 air inlets with different dimensions, CFD analysis are
performed to generate the data base for the optimization. Then mean curve is
generated to obtain net thrust, torque and drag with inputs without running CFD
analysis.
Two types of optimizations have been performed, single objective and multi
objective optimization. Single objective optimization is performed by using Excel
and GAMS. Additionally, multi objective optimizations are performed by using
GAMS Pareto and Python pymoo during the first optimization stage.
Single objective optimization results indicate the same optimization result.
Additionally, single objective optimization generates better results compared to
multi-objective optimizations. Therefore, for the second and third stage optimization,
single objective optimization has been done.
Two objectives used for multi objective optimization is not independent parameters.
For single objective optimization these two objectives were modified, and a single
objective was generated. Therefore, it is concluded that using dependent objectives
in multi objective optimization does not generate better optimization results.
Since there was a base model at the beginning of the study, the optimized model
results were compared with it. At the end of third optimization stage, %12.5 thrust
increase achieved with the optimized geometry.
Within the study only single optimization point was analyzed for the optimization.
Further studies may include all operating conditions, all altitudes, and all operating
conditions like climb, take off or any maneuver conditions which requires max
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power usage. Therefore, more than one optimization may be performed to compare
different optimization results.
Additionally, lip design that affects pressure loss amount significantly was not
included and only NACA-1 profile, which is recommended by engine manufacturer,
was used. A second optimization may be done to find the most appropriate lip profile.
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